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‘Tis the season for a cure
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From our family to yours,
HAPPY HOLIDAYS!
The HAPS offices and all
HAPS groups will be closed
December 24, 2012 through
January 1, 2013

This publication is not intended to provide
diagnosis or treatment. Always seek the
advice of your physician or pharmacist
with questions regarding medical
conditions or drug interactions.
To request permission to reprint content
published in this newsletter, please
contact the HAPS office at 713-626-7114
or info@hapsonline.org.
The printing and distribution of this
newsletter was made possible in
part by a grant from

Okay, so maybe the cure for Parkinson's isn’t around the corner yet, but it is a
safe bet that for many of us it is on our holiday wish list. Sitting around and
wishing isn’t the only thing that we can do to further the efforts in finding a cure. There are
many ways that we can get involved to ensure that Parkinson's stays on the minds of more
than just those living with the disease.
As you contemplate New Year’s resolutions, consider becoming an advocate for Parkinson's
disease. A simple commitment of a few minutes each week can make a significant
difference. The beginning of 2013 is closer than you think and has many great opportunities
in store. Here are just a few of the ways you can get involved:
2013 is a year of very important issues with many of the details regarding implementation
of the Affordable Health Care Act to be established, federal funding for biomedical research
to be determined and ongoing discussions regarding Medicare access and coverage to take
place. All of these results will have a considerable impact on the Parkinson's community.
Tuesday, January 8th marks the beginning of the Texas 83rd legislative session where our
voices need to be heard on critical topics such as the scope and adequacy of essential
health benefits.
On February 25th-27th the Parkinson's Action Network (PAN) will hold its 2013 PAN Forum in
Washington DC. You are invited to join other grassroots advocates from around the country
for three days of educational programs where you will learn about the latest in Parkinson's
public policy and research to give you all the necessary tools needed to make your voice
heard on Capitol Hill in meetings with your members of Congress. The Forum will feature
panel discussions about telemedicine and exciting new research in Parkinson’s disease
with the keynote address given by Dr. Christopher P. Austin, head of the newly-formed
National Center for Advancing Translational Sciences at NIH. PAN has a limited number of
Forum scholarships available for those requiring financial assistance. If you would like
more information or want to register for the Forum, visit www.thePANForum.org or call
1-800-850-4726. If you can’t attend the Forum but want to get more involved in Parkinson’s
advocacy with PAN, go to www.parkinsonsaction.org/your-voice.
Join the Parkinson's Disease Foundation’s (PDF) Parkinson's Advocates in Research (PAIR)
program. Through in-person trainings and an online course, the PAIR program provides
people touched by Parkinson's with the knowledge and skills needed to "pair up" with
scientists and health professionals with the goals of advancing research and speeding new
treatments. Through the PAIR program, you can join more than 200 other Research
Advocates from 42 states who are actively involved by serving on Parkinson’s national,
regional and local research advisory boards, filling gaps and overcoming obstacles in
Parkinson’s research and educating communities around the country. If you would like to
learn more about the PDF’s PAIR program, call 1-800-457-6676 or go to www.pdf.org.
There is a lot of important work to be done as advocates for Parkinson's. HAPS encourages
you to get involved. Join Leann Randolph, LMSW, HAPS Social Worker & Advocacy Outreach
Coordinator as we partner with other organizations to improve the lives and futures of those
living with Parkinson's and preserve decades of vital research that has already been done.
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HAPS Happenings

CHANGING the face of PARKINSON’S

On Sunday, November 4th, 300 guests enjoyed a night poolside with dinner and dancing at the Bayou Club for the HAPS 2012 Annual
Awards Event, Changing the Face of Parkinson’s. Mistress of Ceremonies Courtney Zavala carried the evening which honored the Ray
C. Fish Founda on with the Roy H. Cullen Quality of Life Award and Doug Benzuly with the Lillie Cullen Quality of Life Award for the
diﬀerence they have made in the lives of people living with Parkinson’s. Three lucky guests won amazing raﬄe packages consis ng of
various combina ons of airline ckets, a ﬂy ﬁshing vaca on, jewelry, a designer e, designer handbag, theatre ckets and private
par es.
Co-chairs Martha and Terry Sa erwhite and Biba and Jon Parker and their fabulous host commi ee set the stage for the largest
turnout at this event in recent years. The band, Commercial Art, kept the guests moving to the rhythm on the dance ﬂoor with an
entertaining playlist, while the video debut of HAPS’ new video, “I am the Face of Parkinson's,” produced by Zach Jankovic, moved
and inspired the crowd with hear elt and upli ing stories from those whose lives are aﬀected by Parkinson’s disease.
HAPS would like to thank all who supported this event—underwriters, donors, cket holders, clients and volunteers—who made this
year’s Annual Awards Event such a huge success, genera ng valuable funding that contributes support to vital social services for
thousands of families aﬀected by Parkinson’s disease in the greater Houston area. Special thanks to Martha and Terry Sa erwhite and
Biba and Jon Parker for their hard work in overseeing the event. HAPS would also like to thank B. Necil Neckwear, Copy Doctor,
Easterly & Associates, Elaine Turner Designs, John Friedman Flowers, Zach Jankovic, Michael McKann Photography, Saks Fi h Avenue,
Martha and Terry Sa erwhite, Society for the Performing Arts, United Airlines and Valobra Jewelry for their generous in-kind
dona ons. It was truly a night to remember!

PLATINUM
Easterly & Associates

GOLD
Nina and Joe Brown
Terry Huﬃngton and Dr. Ralph Di man
Jo and Jim Furr & Gensler
Drs. Ellin and Robert Grossman
Gail and Mike Hendryx
Linda and John Kennedy
Department of Neurosurgery,
The Methodist Neurological Ins tute
John and Binky Stephenson Strom
Valobra Jewelry
Leslye and David Weaver

SILVER
Ellen and Frank Donnelly
Jessica and Vean Gregg
Dr. and Mrs. Joseph Jankovic
Mildred C. Kerr
Yung Yung and Eugene Lai
Biba and Jon Parker
Ann and Hugh Roﬀ
Jerry W. Bailey & Rose Metal Processing
Martha and Terry Sa erwhite
Mya Schiess, M.D., UT MOVE
United Airlines
The Zamora Family

BRONZE
Mary Kay and Bob Casey
Dr. Stanley Fisher
Melinda and Wayne Rose
TTI Home Health Care

COPPER
Joan and Stanford Alexander
Mary Shinn and Richard Andrassy
Carolyn and Ron Bernell
Georgene and Dr. Thomas R. Brandon
Agatha and Erich Brann
Marianna and Chris Brewster
Bryan Calvin Smith Insurance
Helen and Don Bryan
Alice and Aubrey Calvin
Mary Catherine and Gus Cezeaux
Bob Cruikshank
Aimee Ennis
Enterprise Bank
SK and Marie Fay Evnochides
Paula and Louis Faillace
Kathleen and Al Fenoy
Maureen Goddard
Kathy and Keith Grady
Sheila and Stuart Jacobson
Dr. Joohi Jimenez-Shahed and
Mr. J. Ernesto Jimenez
Ann and Arthur Jones
Harriet and True La mer
Dan and Meg Streeter Lauck
Dr. Laura Marsh
Dr. and Mrs. Greg McLauchlin
Medtronic Ac va DBS
Judy and Jim Nicklos
Vera and William Ondo
Lila Rauch
Regina Rogers
Leslie and Ashwin Viswanathan
Joan and Temple Williams
Renée and Larry Wright

FRIENDS
Be y C. Bellamy
Doris and Larry Bernard
Laurence Bernell
P.G. and T.G. Braly
Nancy and Jim Brasher
Judge and Mrs. Harold DeMoss, Jr.
Frank Donnelly III
Laura Donnelly
Cathy and Sco Dotson
Peggy and Bert DuPont
Yvonne and Edward Forney
Deborah Wandel Francis
Susan and Ellis Freitag
Joyce Gilbreath
Deborah Hendryx
Katy and Josh Huss
Dayna Doricich and Patrick Jackson
Linda Laudon
Mr. and Mrs. William Gentry Lee
Anne and Larry Mar n
Layne Mason
Kimberly Morrell
Dorothy and Joe McLemore
Sarah and Doug McMurrey
Mar and Quin McWhirter
Suzanne and Tom Musgrove
Carol and David Neuberger
Punky and Wally Penberthy
Anna Petrites
Rebecca Pradt
Wade Rigamon
Marion and Steve Rohleder
Rad Sallee
Nicholas Stephens

Sandra and Robert Stephens
Christopher and Erin Furr S mming
Kim and David Swales
Virginia and Gage Van Horn
Virginia Wa
Nelda and Rudy Welch
William Wailand
Aline and Collie Wilson
Faye and Ray Wilson
Dr. Dorothy Wong
Dr. and Mrs. Byron York
Susan and Michael Young

IN-KIND
Copy Doctor
Easterly & Associates
Elaine Turner Designs
Zach Jankovic
John Friedman Flowers
Michael McKann
Saks Fi h Avenue
Martha and Terry Sa erwhite
Randi Smith
Society for the Performing Arts
United Airlines
Valobra Jewelry
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Genetics: A Foundation for Future Parkinson's Treatments
A decade or so ago, medical textbooks and most practicing
neurologists held the view that Parkinson's disease (PD) occurred
sporadically. Environmental toxins, such as pesticides, were
considered the most important risk factors, despite the difficulty in
measuring a person’s lifetime exposure. In contrast, genetic risk
factors were thought unlikely, given that Parkinson's disease
rarely affected identical twins at the same age.
Researchers debated the issue for several decades until genetic
studies revealed that the DNA we inherit contributes to our
susceptibility for Parkinson’s disease. In contrast to
environmental exposures, an individual’s DNA can be reliably
measured. Using modern technologies, scientists are able to
study the genes of families as well as thousands of individuals.
More than 20 regions of the human genome have been found to
be “associated” with Parkinson's disease, and in many of these,
“causal” gene mutations have been identified.
Mutations that are “causal” lead to inherited disease down a
family line. These are found in only about one to two percent of
people with Parkinson’s. By contrast, those variants that are
“associated”—also known as “common variants”—do not directly
cause Parkinson’s but contribute to disease susceptibility. While
the contribution is modest for an individual, the risk that may be
attributed across a population is considerable.
Together, these genetic discoveries provide a “molecular
foundation” on which to build novel treatments for Parkinson’s.
The rationale is as follows: if we can determine what it is that
causes the problem, or what it is that predisposes individuals to
disease susceptibility, we can develop more effective medications
to tackle the symptoms and to slow—and perhaps to halt—the
progression of Parkinson’s.

WHAT DOES GENETICS MEAN TO YOUR FAMILY?
About 14 percent of people who have Parkinson's have a firstdegree relative—a parent, sibling or child—who also lives with
Parkinson’s. The medical literature includes evidence of many
large families in which there are multiple members affected by
Parkinson’s, often spanning successive generations.
Traditionally, a method called classical genetic mapping allowed
us to identify rare mutations in genes that result in disease. The
first of these to be described in Parkinson’s was in SNCA, a gene
that makes a protein named alpha-synuclein. This mutation is the
result of a single DNA nucleotide change, “c.209G>A (A53T)”—in
effect a single spelling error among six billion such nucleotides in
the genome. It was first found in a family from Italy in which many
members through several generations developed Parkinson’s.

by Matthew Farrer, PhD

Although the A53T mutation is rare, what we learn from it can be
applied to more common cases of Parkinson’s. For example,
alpha-synuclein was found to be the major component of protein
clumps known as Lewy bodies, affecting the nervous system of
this family and the majority of people with Parkinson’s. The
presence of Lewy bodies in the brain is now considered the
hallmark of Parkinson’s. Alpha-synuclein also led to the discovery
of common “associated” variants in this same gene in populations
all over the world.
In another example, a mutation in a gene called LRRK2,
“c.6055G>A (G2019S),” was found in the DNA of one-third of
people with Parkinson’s in Northern Africa, one-seventh of people
with Parkinson’s with Jewish heritage, and one in a hundred
people with Parkinson’s in North America. It encodes a protein
known as leucine-rich repeat kinase 2. Interestingly, the majority
of those who carry the G2019S mutation are genetically related to
a common ancestor, regardless of current citizenship and
geographical location. Recently, many more common LRRK2
variants have been found in populations around the world. Some
of these are believed to increase risk for Parkinson’s, while others
appear to protect against it.
Recent technological advances in a process known as “massively
parallel” DNA sequencing have made it possible to quickly and
cost-efficiently conduct family based genetic discovery and to
identify novel, rare mutations. The first discovery in Parkinson’s
using this method was a mutation in the gene called VPS35,
“c.1858G>A (D620N),”and was funded in part by the Parkinson’s
Disease Foundation. VPS35 encodes a protein known as
“vesicular protein sorting 35”. Its responsibilities within the cell
include managing a “recycling system” for membrane-associated
proteins. Nerve cells have more membrane and surface area
than other cells, which they need to maintain and repair during
neurotransmission and aging.
As with all mutations, understanding the role of VPS35—in this
case, as part of a recycling system—could provide clues to what
is causing Parkinson’s.

WHAT DOES GENETICS MEAN TO INDIVIDUALS?
The majority of people who have Parkinson’s, about 86 percent,
do not have a close family member with Parkinson’s. Among
these individuals, Parkinson’s may not have been inherited, but
genetic factors have been shown to contribute to their
susceptibility.
This discovery has in large part been due to the development of
“genome-wide association studies” (GWAS, for short). GWAS
involve thousands of people with Parkinson’s, and have helped to
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identify the common genetic variants mentioned above. The
technology applied in GWAS cannot meaningfully predict an
individual’s risk of developing PD. However, findings from these
studies have repeatedly demonstrated that among people with
Parkinson’s, there are relatively common variants within specific
genes—and often regions of the genome (or loci) that contain
several neighboring genes—which contribute to disease risk.
In Caucasian populations, GWAS in Parkinson's have shown that
two genes in particular—SNCA, which makes alpha-synuclein
and MAPT, which makes the protein tau—are most important.
(You may recall that we mentioned SNCA earlier as it may harbor
causal mutations in certain families.) GWAS studies in
nonCaucasian populations have taught us that the genetic
contribution to Parkinson’s in different countries, and among
various ethnicities while overlapping, may be different. For
example, in Japan, a gene region found on chromosome 1,
known as PARK16, was found to be more prominently associated
with Parkinson’s.
Ever-larger GWAS and analyses are being planned to identify
additional genetic components associated with Parkinson’s risk,
albeit playing an ever-diminishing role. Such studies will compare
the DNA variability in several hundreds of thousands of people
who have Parkinson’s with age, gender and ethnically-matched
individuals who do not. These findings do not tell us about the
risk for Parkinson’s that is faced by any one individual.
Nevertheless, the findings in aggregate, in a given population,
help identify the many molecular components that are disturbed
in Parkinson’s.
To age “successfully,” biological systems must work optimally.
The discovery of genetic mutations and variants tell us which
parts of the genome, and which molecular components of a nerve
cell in a person’s brain, are critical to keeping systems working
properly and which go awry in Parkinson’s.

COMPLETING THE GENETIC PUZZLE
Through this process of genetic discovery a common theme
appears to be emerging in the biology of Parkinson’s—just as the
picture on a jigsaw puzzle begins to take shape as the pieces are
filled in. Each new gene and story the genes tell together are
providing the most remarkable, most fundamental, molecular
insights into what is happening in Parkinson’s disease. For
example, we know that the genes implicated in Parkinson’s
coordinate interconnected processes. Alpha-synuclein (SNCA)
regulates the delivery of certain molecules (including
neurotransmitters), responsible for communication between one
nerve and another. Within the cell, tau (MAPT) helps regulate the
loading/ unloading of these molecules and other “cargo” on both
local and long distance highways.
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Tau manages the back and forth journey of the cargo—the
frequent stops and loading/unloading that a delivery van might
make. Meanwhile, LRRK2 and VPS35 select and sort cargo like
workers in a mail depot, ensuring they are appropriately
packaged and addressed to get to the right place.
Through genetic discovery, we are beginning to understand how
minor imperfections of very specific and related biologic
processes, possibly accelerated by genetic mutations or diseaseassociated variants, become a chronic and cumulative problem.
We must continue to find more pieces of the puzzle, and to
understand how they are related. The clearer the picture, the
higher its molecular resolution, the more likely we will succeed in
future therapeutic development.

GENETICS AND NEW TREATMENTS
In all areas of medicine, genetic discovery is helping to predict
and prevent, to make pharmaceutical investment and
interventions more successful. Findings such as the mutations
and variants mentioned above point us to specific targets to treat.
Knowing the genetic background for disease susceptibility in
individuals will improve the design of clinical trials and the
likelihood of success.
In Parkinson’s, the slowly progressive course provides the
timeframe in which new medications, if appropriately targeted,
can be efficacious. Already there are numerous translational
research programs focused on turning discoveries such as alphasynuclein and LRRK2 into medications.
Challenges remain—for example, in the development of
biomarkers that will track the progression of Parkinson’s and
provide benchmarks to measure the effectiveness of treatments.
But the pace of progress is quickening. Most encouraging is that
the separate pieces of genetics research are now being brought
together, providing an undisputable molecular foundation upon
which to build the medications of tomorrow. Indispensable to
success is the participation of people with Parkinson’s and their
families in genetic research, their gift to humanity.
As we “join the dots,” so the biological network that is perturbed
in Parkinson’s becomes clearer, each pathway proving additional
targets for intervention to ease the symptoms of disease, and to
halt progression—in effect, to provide a cure.
Dr. Matthew Farrer is Canada Excellence Research Chair in
Neurogenetics and Translational Neuroscience at the
University of British Columbia. He received PDF support in
2004 and 2011. Visit his website at www.can.ubc.ca.
This article was originally published in the Winter 2012 edition of the
Parkinson’s Disease Foundation (PDF) quarterly newsletter, News &
Review. It is reprinted, in its entirety, with permission from PDF. For
other publications, please visit www.pdf.org.
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HAPS Receives Generous Donation from Teen
After his father was diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease in 2011, thirteen year old Joe Lipper of Lanier
Middle School decided he would like to help make a difference in the lives of others like his father. He
chose to donate a portion of the monetary gifts from his October Bar Mitzvah to HAPS, sending in a large
contribution of $880. HAPS would like to thank Joe Lipper for his outstanding generosity and altruism and
applaud the Lipper family for supporting our efforts to improve the lives of families living with Parkinson’s.

Creativity Corner
Meet Do . As a singer and songwriter
who was diagnosed with Parkinson's
three years ago—it took her some
me before she could embrace the
diagnosis that would change her life
forever. But, always being a glass half
full kind of person gave her the ability
to see Parkinson's as a part of her des ny and to give back to
others. She is once again wri ng songs, singing for residents
of nursing homes and inspiring others in her Toastmaster’s
group. Here is the song she wrote about her life with
Parkinson's. Do ’s song is featured in the new HAPS video,
“I am the Face of Parkinson's ” - go to www.hapsonline.org to
hear Do ’s song.

THE BIG P
I’ve got the big “P”
It doesn’t have me
On that you can be sure
I was born to ﬁght
And I was born to win
And I won’t be giving in
Now I might shake
And I might stumble
But you can bet that
I’ll never crumble

I can s ll sing
And I can s ll dance
And wear my happy pants
I might be slowin’
But I’m s ll goin’
I’m not ready to quit
I see before me
Another mountain to climb
And I got plenty of me.
- Do Visosky
11/11/2010

MARATHON COUNTDOWN!
With less than a month to go before we lace up our shoes and hit the streets in honor of
the thousands of others like us living with Parkinson's disease, we want to remind you
that it isn’t too late to sign up and join our team! Our goal this year is to make a splash
on Saturday morning in a sea of blue shirts to bring awareness to the disease that affects
all of our lives. You can be a part of this great day by registering for the walk online at
www.chevronhoustonmarathon.com and following the links for the 5K event.
The HAPS 2013 Marathon/5K t-shirts are in! How can you get one? Register to walk the
ABB 5K with us on Saturday, January 12, 2013 and receive a free shirt. If you can’t walk
with us, but will wear a shirt to help us spread the word about PD—shirts are available
for $10 through the HAPS office. Contact the HAPS office at 713-626-7114 for more
information on t-shirts or joining Team HAPS.
See you in January—Kathy Smith and Debby Hurlbert, Marathon Co-Chairs

This just in…
The Marathon has just announced that Chevron will donate $50,000 to one of the official Run
for a Reason charities! That’s right $50,000, and all we have to do is vote for our favorite
charity—HAPS. The contest will be hosted on the Houston Marathon Committee blog and
the winning charity will be selected based on the most votes. The contest is only open
December 19th - January 9th so make your opinion count! To help HAPS win $50,000,
go to www.hapsonline.org to vote! Tell your friends to vote, Tell your friends to tell their
friends to vote. Post it on Facebook. Tweet it on Twitter. Tell the world—VOTE HAPS!

Sponsored by:
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We are extremely grateful to the following individuals for their generous support of HAPS.
Without the continued support of our donors, none of our programs or services would be possible.

IN MEMORY
Joe Brown
Regina Rogers
Anne and Larry Mar n
Gail and Milton Klein
Lyn Weycer
John and Binky Stephenson Strom
Lore a Friedman and Harold Goldstein
Barbara and Barry Lewis
Jolene Friedman
Phillip and Jake Thompson
Leslie Myers
Fran and Abe Friedman
Judy Gorewitz
Michele Olifant
Be y and Sidney Aron
Joyce Proler Schecter
Sondra Katz
Rebecca Aaronson
Laurie and Jeﬀrey Rosenberg

Sharon Puig
Gabe Zamora
Bob Puig
Kimberly Svetlik
Katy and Joshua Huss
Linda Hauner
Dee Byman
Lin and Ron Drees
Edminster, Hinshaw, Russ
and Associates, Inc.

Fred Pearson
Alicia Alcantara
Charles F. Doyle
Barbara Thornhill
Carol Selig
Judy and Ken Dixon
Alicia Alcantara
Tracie Bevers
Linnet Deily
Joyce Archibald
The Tellepsen Family

Conney Raney
Lin and Ron Drees

Dr. Lloyd B. Dunaway
James Liner

Millidean Showers
Beth Cornish
First Bap st Church

Ted Gilbreath
Laura and Dick Elwood
Larry Mathis, Mike Conlon, Dick Elwood,
Dave Van Buskirk, Preston Cates and Sam Steﬀee

Beatrice Vincent
Karla Tacquard
Don Wei nger
Gail and Mike Hendryx

Mark W. Jacobson
Elizabeth Jacobson

IN HONOR
George A. Bourgeois III
Sherry and George Bourgeois, Jr.

Alfonso Hernandez
Clarita and Delbert Brown

Norma Brooks
Susan and Alan Ra e
Barb Kernighan
Anita Whitehead
Deborah Pilmer
Patricia Rutz
Joann Roach

Barb Raney
Lin and Ron Drees
Margaret Romeo
Michael Romeo

GIFTS
Stephen Tertel
Jonathan Shear
Joe Lipper
Janet and Donald Beckmann
Rose Gaspari
Glois and John Massey
Liz and Bernard Hlavinka

Robert Geosits
Kenneth Bergman
Elaine and Eugene Foglie a
Rodolphe Charest
Jack Carper
Juaniece and Jim Hazelwood

While we make every effort to be accurate and thorough, it is possible to accidently omit or misspell a name. Please contact the HAPS office with corrections.

IN TRIBUTE
As we reﬂect on the past and look ahead to a new year, we honor three long- me HAPS Board members who died in 2012. They
selﬂessly contributed valuable me, resources, wisdom and leadership which has been instrumental in advancing the organiza on.
We remember them with sincere gra tude for all they did to make it possible for HAPS to be the organiza on it is today.

Joe Brown

Ted Gilbreath

Sneed Lary

Houston AreA PArkinson society
Board of Directors

Board of Advisors

Medical Advisory Board

Frank Donnelly, Jr.- President
Ellin Grossman, EdD - Chairman
Binky Stephenson Strom - Vice President/Secretary
Ron Bernell - Vice President/Treasurer

Chris Bell
Aubrey Calvin
Rich Clifford
Robert Cruikshank
Roy H. Cullen
Matthew Easterly
John E. Hankey
Harriet Hart
Kamden Kanaly
Harriet Latimer
Anne Martin
Robert A. Martone
W.O. Neuhuas III
Malcolm Pettigrew
Jeff Rosenberg
Arthur Schechter
Joyce Proler Schechter

Madhureeta Achari, MD
Leanne Burnett, MD
Steve Croft, MD
Albert Fenoy, MD
Stanley Fisher, MD
Erin Furr-Stimming, MD
Robert Grossman, MD
Cindy Ivanhoe, MD
Joseph Jankovic, MD
Joohi Jimenez-Shahed, MD
Eugene C. Lai, MD, PhD
Anita Madan, MD
Laura Marsh, MD
Greg McLauchlin, MD
Kimberly Monday, MD
William Ondo, MD
Terry Satterwhite, MD
Mya Schiess, MD
Richard K. Simpson, Jr., MD, PhD
Desiree B. Thomas, MD
Gage Van Horn III, MD
Ashwin Viswanathan, MD
Michele York, PhD

Nina Brown
Robert Casey, Jr.
Meredith Cullen
Jo Furr
Michael Hendryx
Joshua Huss
Rob Kerr
Eugene C. Lai, MD
Liz Lary
Dan Lauck

Marti McWhirter
Quin McWhirter
George Puig
Richard K. Simpson, Jr., MD
Pamela Skaufel
John Strom
Leslye Weaver
Gabriel Zamora
Courtney Zavala

Staff
Anne Thobae - Executive Director
Kathleen Crist, LMSW - Director of Social Services & Program Development
Leann Randolph, LMSW - Social Worker & Advocacy Outreach Coordinator
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